The nature of stable equilibrium configurations is described for general nonepistatic and generalized symmetric viability regimes in multilocus systems under conditions of tight and loose linkage. The influence of epistasis and symmetry can be better understood in terms of these standards. A The comparisons of two recombination distributions is unambiguous in the case of two loci because a single recombination rate is present. With more loci involving a vector of recombination rates it is not, a priori, clear how to order two recombination distributions. A problem of interest concerns the quantification of "natural" and "more recombination" relationships. Some approaches to this matter are elaborated in ref.
Parameterizations and classifications of multilocus selection regimes
Two important classes of n loci selection regimes that are substantially tractable comprise the generalized nonepistatic selection mode and the generalized symmetric viability regime. To assess the significance of epistasis it is vital to properly delimit the scope of nonepistasis. In the same way, to understand the consequences of asymmetry in selection expression it is essential to characterize forms and levels of symmetry. The generalized nonepistatic selection regime encompasses combinations of multiplicative and neutral viability effects distributed across loci. The generalized symmetric selection regime is an extension of the notions of symmetric over and underdominance at a single locus. In the latter model, fitness depends on which loci are homozygous or heterozygous and otherwise is not influenced by the allelic composition at each locus.
Generalized Nonepistatic Selection. The concept of nonepistasis involves selection coefficients at the separate loci. For purposes of illustration we begin with three loci. Let the intrinsic fitness matrix for the kth locus with mk alleles be Wk = iw = 1 specifying components of the fitnesses associated Selection acting only at locus 3 W(0,0,0) 1 Neutral with the marginal genotypes A (k) Ask). These matrices combine in eight ways (2n for n loci) to generate the basic selection regime underlying generalized nonepistatic selection. We present these matrices in tabular form (Table 1) indicating the fitness associated with the genotype A(') A(2) A ?)/A(') A( In this notation generalized nonepistasis connotes a fitness matrix combining linearly the types in Table 1 The existence of epistasis for the three-locus model will be understood such that the array of fitness values cannot be represented in the form of Eq. 2.1. The extent of epistasis may be measured by an appropriate "distance" of the fitness matrix to the class of Eq. 2.1.
A generalized nonepistatic n-locus selection regime has the following structure: (i) each locus has an intrinsic fitness matrix that specifies the fitness values of the marginal genotypes; (ii) selection may or may not act at each locus; (iii) the fitness of an n-locus genotype is determined as multiplicative contributions of the marginal viabilities or neutral values of the constituent loci genotypes. Formally, we prescribe for each locus k an intrinsic fitness matrix Wk admitting mk possible alleles. Let Ek be the neutral fitness matrix of order mk of all unit entries. We propose for an n-locusgeneralized nonepistasis regime a fitness matrix of order K = IlF= 1 mk of the form r = Z C(n) (W'1) 0 Wn7O 2... 0 WW)), 11~~~~~~~~~Ã
bbreviation: H-W, Hardy-Weinberg.
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The publication costs of this article were defrayed in part by page charge payment. This article must therefore be hereby marked "advertisement" in accordance with 18 U. S. C. §1734 solely to indicate this fact. [2.2] in which the sum is extended over all n-tuples X = ('1, f12. In7), ni = 0 or 1, subject to the special convention WP) = Wk, WV9) = Ek. Under the assumption that each marginal fitness matrix Wk, k = 1, 2, .. , n is "overdominant," (in the sense that the onelocus viability matrix Wk possesses an interior stable polymorphism), the generalized nonepistatic selection regime admits a unique multilocus H-W polymorphism. For the generalized symmetric selection regime there exists the central polymorphism c*. The stability properties of these "central" equilibria are summarized in Table 2 . Analytic conditions for stability of the H-W polymorphic equilibrium under a generalized nonepistatic selection regime and any specification of the recombination distribution are given in refs. 4 and 6.
It is useful to record some analytic conditions for stability of the central polymorphism in the case of no and free recombi- Fitness Function s(x) . Having in mind the prospect of a multilocus theory that is independent of the number of loci involved ("a large number of loci"), we consider fitness as a function of the proportion of heterozygous loci in the manner that in the fitness regime of Eq. 2.7 we take -Yk = sp(k/n), k = 1, 2, . . , n in which the fitness function qp(x) is defined for 0 K x < 1. We are mostly interested in the connection between properties of the fitness function and stability of the symmetric type equilibria. Important choices of the function sp are P(x) = eXx, X > 0; so(x) = (x + c)a, a > 0, c > 0; sp(x) = (x + a)a(l -x),, a, (3> 0. [4.2] The first case of 4 
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Population Biology: Karlin recombination mechanism exerts minor effects. (ii) Selection forces alone without recombination would lead to the elimination of certain gamete types; but with some recombination the full complement of gamete types are sustained. The characteristics of the polymorphic outcomes of i and ii markedly differ. For situation i, usually a single rather central, globally stable polymorphism is predominant for each set of recombination rates. In case ii, a multiplicity of stable polymorphisms are feasible for tight linkage of the form that the gamete arrays divide into two groups such that the frequencies in one group are rare, while the gamete frequencies in the other group are more discernible. Such polymorphic states generally manifest second or higher order moderate to strong linkage disequilibrium values. With moderate-to-loose linkage these polymorphisms are usually not maintained. We can refine Principle I as follows: Principle II. Consider the class of one locus multiallelic viability regimes that induce a stable polymorphism. The population system obtained by superposition on such viability regimes of one or several of the following mechanisms: (i) recombination, (ii) bisexuality, (iii) multidemic interactions (e.g., migration or population subdivision) usually evolves to a globally stable polymorphism.
For a selection structure in which increasing heterozygosity enhances the fitness, every stable equilibrium (with absolute linkage) constitutes an allelic polymorphism, and concomitantly with sufficiently tight linkage only bona fide polymorphisms occur (cf. Result I). In this light, large apparent allelic polymorphism as reported for xanthine dehydrogenase (12) and for esterase V (13) may correspond to clusters of tightly linked genes with a selection mechanism of the approximate structure 2.5, in which yo < yI < ... < <yn . Where the genomic complex consists of clusters of many tightly linked genes subject to small nonzero recombination (e.g., intragenic recombination), the expectation is that a few to several gametes occur with moderate frequency, while most gametes occur in trace frequency.
Another qualitative inference based on the study of the generalized symmetric selection regime 2.5 is as follows. Where the existence of appropriate heterozygosity at a few loci contributes significantly to fitness, then a "central frequency array" is stable irrespective of the extent of recombination. In particular, if a trait manifests a significant number of segregating types, each occurring with reasonable frequency and consistently observed in population samples at different locations, and where further cytological evidence or pedigree analysis attests to the property that the genes involved are mostly tightly linked, then an approximation to a selection regime of the form 2.5 may provide a basis for the observed variability.
The four-locus HLA complex in man covering about 1 map unit manifests approximately the frequency pattern just described. A mechanism consistent with the analytic theory proposes that a few loci may be decisive to fitness and carry numerous other loci (not necessarily closely linked) polymorphic. This inference conforms with the existence of the immune response gene documented in the parallel H2 system in mice. A similar proposal may apply for the variegated immunoglobulin variability involving clusters of tightly linked genes.
In contrast, consider a phenomenon in which a partial set of gamete types is mostly observed with trace amounts of other gamete possibilities. Suppose also that in different sampled populations the frequency data have the principal gametes often disparate across the population range. Where the underlying genes are recognized to be relatively tightly linked, then an explanation along the lines of Result IV states that 
